Aggregate Tear-down Info Sheet

- Dollar estimate is for Disassemble, Clean/Inspect and Reassemble only
  (Crane will need to be used for Canadian customers with cost starting at $1,500)
- No parts included in this estimate
- Prices listed are based off of two certified technicians
- All work must be done in General Equipment & Supplies or General Aggregate Equipment Sales shops
- Customer responsible for freight to and from shop unless special arrangements have been made by Service Manager and CSSR
- Full Quote of Parts & Labor/Labour will be provided by Service Manager and CSSR
- We use Genuine OEM Parts
- No removal of wear parts during inspection

More details on back side.
**All Bearing Cones:** $6,900
- Remove upper assembly, cone head and wedge plate
- Inspect main bearings

**Bushing Cones:** $8,600
- Remove upper assembly, head assembly and eccentric
- Inspect main bushing

**Triple Shaft Screens:** $2,400
- Cedarapids & JCI screens only
- Remove gear case covers and inspect gears and bearings
- Measure clearance on bearings

**Jaw & Vibrating Feeders:** $3,700
- Inspect feeder bearings and gears
- Torque main pitman bearing bolts
- Torque flywheel bolts
- Check deflection in jaw bearings

**AT YOUR SERVICE**
- Crusher Rebuilds
- Manganese Liner Changes
- Screen Rebuilds
- Line Boring
- Complete Plant Overhauls
- Winter Inspections & Evaluations
- On-site Service Specialists (all brands)
- Preventative Maintenance Contracts
- Generator Load Banking
- Crane Inspections